Without EJ Non-Slip Coating
You Could be on a Slippery Slope

The scene: a sloping pavement; a night of drizzling mist; metal manhole covers. It’s a tricky combination and an invitation for potential trouble.

Energex realized that some of their covers in downtown Brisbane could be dangerous in the wet and called EJ for help to solve the problem as economically and swiftly as they could. EJ sprang into action, retrieved the covers, fitted temporary but safe covers. In the meantime, back at the factory, cleaned down and applied a long life non-slip coating.

Reinstalled, the old covers were like new but with the added benefit of being completely safe in even the nastiest wet weather. This service can add incredible safety to wet areas like fish markets, flower markets, ferry terminals, water parks and more. Even on the pavements of your town or city.

Initiatives like these have made EJ the go-to company for innovative solutions. Just one slip and fall on unprepared pavement is one too many. Check out your wet areas and call in the experts at EJ. There’s a branch near you, or call 07 3216 5000.